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One recurrent problem western, even Marxist Western readers and reviewers have with GDR literature is a misconception of what constitutes a genuine "political reading" of a novel or play. Through our training and ideological modification we tend to look at those literary works as somewhat shallow, easy-to-decode "messages" from the other side of the Berlin wall: how much criticism and dissent is explicit, how much more is implicit and ambiguous? Thus we reduce a novel such as Divided Heaven to a rather feeble attempt at voicing some opposition against the negative aspects of the East German regime and by doing so, we often ignore the real political scope of the work. (The lucid analysis of Robbe-Grillet by the Goldmann student Jacques Léenhardt, "Lecture politique du roman," could serve as a helpful model for anyone trying to understand literature from the socialist countries.)

Rereading Christa Wolf's Divided Heaven after about eight years made me realize how quickly I had categorized it then as a veiled protest novel, a cautious "roman à thèse" which essentially said all the things we in the West had of course known for years. That is precisely why a renewed reading comes as a shock, for this novel about the dual German reality and its human implications is much more than a substitute for a humanist socialist pamphlet. Christa Wolf did not need to resort to a literary medium to express exactly how she felt about certain theories and practices in her country. This novel deals with those situations as well, but only in the way a novel incorporates and reshapes reality to transcend it, to open up new possibilities and new experiments in human living.

Rita, the main character of the novel, is not blind to the shortcomings of the society she lives in, as she is confronted with them at almost every stage of her life, at home, at school and on the job. But she disagrees with Manfred's decision to leave the GDR for a more fundamental reason: "He had not gone away out of protest, but had just given up. This going to the West was not a new experiment but the end of all experiments...It did not matter any more what he did."

The background for this judgement is clearly summarized in the introductory essay by Jack Zipes, "Christa Wolf: Marxist." Zipes puts the work in its proper socio-historical context and stresses its significance both for the development of Christa Wolf's own philosophical position and for the growing self-awareness and self-criticism of her generation of writers in the GDR. In this light the simple plot, the "Republikflucht" of Manfred and the resulting separation of the couple, becomes merely a symptom of the more fundamental contradictions facing this particular transitional society. At the end of the novel Rita feels that these contradictions can be overcome, even if she has no clear idea of the future, her future and that of her country: "But she was not afraid."

It is a very open-ended work, which seems to throw the search for a solution back at the reader in the GDR and, indirectly, in the West. "The curtain closed and all the questions open," as Brecht would say.
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At the 1976 Olympics: the GDR placed second in the gold medal standing and third overall. Such a strong showing has given rise to much